Client Testimonials
“The flexibility of RDB allows it to be
customised to suit businesses of all
sizes and we are a great example of
that.”
Enterprise

Get In Touch
1800 697 326
+61 (0)7 3905 6400

“Our experience with RDB and the team
has truly been outstanding.”
OneStaff

“We are very pleased to work with a
software vendor who knows its product
and responds well to customers’ needs.”

sales@rdbnow.com
www.rdbnow.com
22 Market Street, Brisbane,
Queensland, 4000, Australia
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Our Core Benefits

Why Choose RDB

Our Mission

CRM
Your central hub to manage placements,
candidates and clients with customisable
workflows for each brief.

Pay & Bill
Seamless end-to-end integration to Astute
Payroll, PinvoiceR, Flexitime, 2cloudnine
and Recruit Complete.

Online Timesheets
Includes an integrated online timesheet
system or integrate a 3rd party application
with ease.

Web & Mobile Suites
Client and candidate portals via
independent platforms, with website-todatabase live integration makes working
on-the-go a breeze.

Hosting

RDB is the leading provider of temporary
recruitment software for agencies and
organisations of all sizes. Our flagship
CRM solution RDB ProNet is fully
scalable and integrates seamlessly with
a wide array of modular business tools.
Australian based support – no overseas call centres
Manage the entire recruitment process from end-to-end
The most customisable, Microsoft founded recruitment
software available

Instantly lower operating costs and
remove the hassle of IT, data back-ups,
maintenance and security.

Proven switchover program to move seamlessly from
legacy systems

Business Intelligence

CV parsing for instant candidate record creation

Direct integration to specialist
dashboard reporting suites provided by
Cube19 and Northstar.

Customise and deploy reports to suit your organisation

Anti-duplication software for maximum data integrity

Easily manage multi-shift placements with varying
candidate availability

RDB was founded in 1996 by a group of
recruiters who were tired of adjusting
their business needs to suit the
limited scalability of other CRMs; RDB
streamlines complicated temporary
recruitment processes while integrating
the look and needs of each unique
organisation. Powered by The
Access Group, RDB has become the
industry favourite for agencies and large
internal recruitment departments all over
Australia and New Zealand.

